Introduction:

This product is suitable for the Samsung i9300, i9500, having a good protective and waterproof efficacy. The phone can be directly manipulated after installation. Flexible silicone as the operator interface let it become good touch feeling and durable. The case allows you to unrestricted use the phone in the rain and snow or other similar circumstances.

- This product is suitable for the IP67 degree of protection that can be isolated from dirt, dust, dust storms, and withstand dirt impurities and construction dust. It makes the phone isolated from the snow, ice and water.
- Therefore, the case make the phone can be used rest assured in snowboarding, rafting or other environment.
- Compatible with iPhone4, iPhone4s, iPhone5 use.

User Manual:

1. Open waterproof case
2. Put the phone into the case
3. Fasten case buckle. Please check carefully and ensure the case sealed completely before using.

Attentions

1. Please follow the instructions to install and use this waterproof case properly.
2. Wrong operation will damage the phone. This waterproof case is not cannot be damaged, so we cannot guarantee in any circumstances will protect your mobile phone.
3. Please ensure the waterproof case have been sealed after dropping or checking damage.
4. The waterproof test should be held before using this waterproof case.
5. Do not expose this product to high temperature or in fire.
6. Do not use chemical solvents to clean this product. For cleaning, gently wipe with a damp cloth.